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  From panning the Word of Life
Some small insights that will undergird those who are

called of God to walk in present truth.
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OUR COVENANT RAINBOW

Genesis 9:11 (God said) I do set My bow in the clouds, and it shall be for a taken of a
covenant between Me and the earth. (Verse 11: I will establish My Covenant with you ...)

The seven basic colours of the spectrum are:- 1. Red; 2. Orange; 3. Yellow; 4. Green; 5.
Blue; 6. Indigo; 7. Violet ... altogether they make ‘LIGHT’ illuminating all of our dark
or ignorant areas in our lives. The rainbow colours also show our progressive steps in-
volved in our being changed.

The four major colours are ... 1. Red; 3. Yellow; 5. Blue; 7. Violet. (the first three are
on your colour cartridge of your computer printer).

Red (1.)  + Yellow (3.) gives us Orange  (2.)  ... and
Yellow (3.)  + Blue (5.) gives Green (4.) ... and
Blue (5.) + Violet (7.) gives us Indigo (6.).

Typology: Red (1.) speaks of the Blood of Christ whilst Yellow (3.) speaks of natural
man. Putting these two together we get the beginnings of the Divine Nature being
manifested (2. Orange).

Yellow (3.) of natural man joined to the blue of Christ’s anointing (5.) gives us New Life
(4. Green) in Christ.

Violet (7.) speaks of Royalty, Kingship and Ruling which is joined to the Blue (5.) of
Christ’s anointing gives us the change expressed by the Indigo (6.) which is a deep dark
blue indicating the change from glory to glory towards our destiny of the Throne.

God gave the covenant to Noah for the whole earth and then He sent Christ Jesus, His
Son to bring the whole purpose to fruition. We are beneficiaries ... a win-win situation.

The semi-circle of the rainmbow that we know equates with the firstfruits company of
Christ’s fullness. The full circle of the rainbow speaks of the full harvest of the earth ...
Rev4:3   ... and there was a rainbow round about the throne ...§


